
You never know what will make a difference in 
someone’s life.  A particular word at a particular 
moment.  A certain experience.  An unexpected 
response.  Annemarie always said she wanted her 
school to be a “world in miniature”: an environment 
of diverse people; a wide array of experiences; and 
above all else, the opportunity for people to engage 
with each other openly, honestly, fully.  This “world 
in miniature” was the path to the outcome she and 
George desired: people who understood and valued 
themselves and others, and who were prepared to 
engage with a complex, evolving world in a way that 
satisfied them and made the world a better place.

George and Annemarie grew up in such an environment.
They had a classic curriculum, but they also studied the 
new philosophies of Europe and even upstart, vulgar 
and vigorous America.  They traveled widely, and 
they roamed their own landscape debating fiercely 
and gossiping avidly.  The photo above shows the 
Marienau students on a field trip in 1929.  George is 
in the center, biting his sandwich.  Annemarie, wearing 
a kerchief, is sitting below him. It’s touching to look at 
the group’s casual confidence and comfort with each 
other and think about the fact that within five years, 
all of these young people would be confronted with 
the hardest challenges a nation can face. Thanks to 
an education of unexpected experiences, George and 
Annemarie were able to act boldly, leaving Germany 
while they still could and make a new life in America, 
while retaining their optimism and faith in human 
nature.

For this issue, we asked alumni to share experiences 
outside the classroom that had an unexpected impact 

on their lives. We hope it reminds you of your own 
epiphanies and how sweet and vital those moments are. 

For Royce Johnson ’77, a trip to the Soviet Union was a 
paradigm-shifting experience.

I had studied Russian with Gospozha Penny (Mrs.
Wolf, the Russian teacher at Roeper in the 1970s) 
for several years when an opportunity arose to 
join a group of American high school students for 
a summer in the USSR.  That trip to an utterly alien 
culture blew open the way I saw the world and 
affects my perspective still today. 

One anecdote that I often recount was from that first 
student trip. We were invited to join Soviet young 
people in an evening’s social encounter over 
dinner.  As the evening evolved, we ended up 
on the topic of ‘human rights.’  These were the 
days before the era of detente, when Andropov 
was beginning to realize the extent of the long-
term problem the USSR was facing in the world 
economy.  The discussion became quite heated, but 
also strange, in that each side was convinced that 
the other side was living without human rights and 
questioned how that could be tolerated.

A Soviet chelovek (fellow) asked, ‘How can you 
all stand to live in a state without human rights?’ 
To which the knee-jerk response was to pitch the 
same question back. After a few rounds, it became 
clear that the meaning of ‘human rights’ was utterly 
disparate between the two sides.  One side saw 
human rights as the right to free speech, etc.  The 
other saw human rights as the right to food, a job, 
a home, and school for your kids.  You can see 
that same conflict even today here in the US, for 
example in the ideological war between socialist 
and free-market factions. 

That epiphany has affected my perspective ever 
since.  Whenever I hear people pushing a position, 
it is nearly always grounded in some presupposed 
meaning of a word or phrase.  One man’s Freedom 
is another man’s Godlessness, for example.  And 
I often use that story to break through log-jams in 
negotiations or debates. 

Felice Rosser ’74* had her eyes opened to the 
transcendent possibilities in making music through a 
May 1969 performance. 

Adventures Beyond the Walls of Roeper
by Marcia Ruff



In the 8th grade the school chorus gave a 
performance of Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana. 
I believe it was on Kingswood’s campus.  I wore a 
sleeveless yellow linen dress with a Nehru collar 
that Mother and I had gotten at Hudson’s or Saks. 
I got my hair pressed that morning. We drove 
out to Kingswood, and the theater was buzzing 
with excitement, Roeper kids, families and faculty.  
We clutched our scores in our hands and ran 
to find our places, altos, sopranos, tenors and 
basses.  Who were the musicians?  David Lipson, 
Joe Stanton?  I honestly don’t remember.  What 
I do remember is taking my place behind my music 
stand, looking up, and then all of us, everyone in 
that room, taking a musical journey into the 12th 
century courtesy of choir director and music teacher 
Suzanne La Croix.  Voices floating in Latin.  How 
did we learn the music?  I wasn’t a skilled sight 
reader. The music intricately blended, point and 
counterpoint, soprano line in the clouds, tenor 
line moving under it like thunder.  The abbeys, the 
nunneries, the medieval world came alive for us 
in Carl Orff’s collected stories of passion.  I felt so 
united, so at one with this choir of my classmates 
and friends.  A night filled with beauty.  I listen to 
Carmina Burana often, and also Vivaldi’s Gloria, 
which we performed the next year.  It is one thing 
to listen to music in the audience, and quite another 
to perform it.  It enters your heart and never leaves.  
Ms. La Croix gave me an incredible gift, one that I 
will always treasure.

When we posted Felice’s memory on Facebook, other 
alumni chimed in to say how important that night had 
been to them.

•	 “One of the best musical experiences of my 
life.” Barbara Kitzner Timmons ‘71

•	 “I remember one Talent Week I was there 
working on an art project in the Art gable/
attic and the Carmina Burana soundtrack was 
playing almost non-stop. I fell in love with it 
then and every time I hear it, it transports me 
back.” Liz Landers ‘71*

•	 “I still remember lots of the lyrics! What an 
unforgettable performance!” Judith Wilson 
Hamery ‘71

•	 “This was a defining experience for me.” Alan 
Wootner ‘71

•	 “What was it about that performance that 
impressed us so much? I distinctly remember 
how awesome I thought it was. Was it Suzanne 
La Croix and her enthusiasm for it flowing 
over into us? Was it the music?” Anita Zaleski 
Weinraub ‘69

•	 “Suzanne was a force to be reckoned with!” 
Karen Mooradian Florka Walker ‘73

Carmina Burana was the culmination of 
Suzanne’s first year teaching at Roeper.  
A professional singer herself, Suzanne 
had been hired part-time to teach 
music, but her position was quickly 
expanded to include Drama.  Janice 
Haines, a former Roeper teacher who 
has researched the history of the arts at 
Roeper, noted how skillful Suzanne was 
in her approach.

Suzanne La Croix’s production of Carmina Burana 
stands out as a quintessential example of a creative 
artist using the talent at hand for the best possible 
outcome.  Suzanne had her Middle School singers 
singing the middle range voices — the alto and the 
tenor— and she put the Upper School singers she 
recruited on the soprano and bass — a marvelous 
combination.  Also, there were two outstanding 
Roeper dancers, Christopher Pilafian ‘71* and 
Kathryn Biesanz ‘71, and Christopher also did 
costuming.  Suzanne took advantage of all of that 
talent and selected challenging music for them to 
perform.  And from all aspects, it was an amazing 
success — an unforgettable experience for all 
concerned.

The ability of music to make a group into a community 
was at the heart of a favorite moment recollected by 
Carolyn Graham Tsuneta ’78.

One of my favorite memories of ‘off-campus’
Roeper was during my junior year when a number 

 



of us were in Joanne Peters’ madrigal singing 
group.  We performed for the annual dinner 
theater, and our rehearsal period, as I recall it, 
was rather intense. We worked very hard on 
learning those intricate songs.  In fact, I still have 
most of those songs in my head today, because 
we rehearsed them so much.  Every so often, a 
group of us would hop on the bus and go cheer 
on our basketball team at an ‘away game.’  I can’t 
remember where the game was, or if we won, but 
what I remember was that a number of the guys 
on the basketball team were also in the madrigal 
group. One of my happiest memories of Roeper 
is of being on a bus, driving back to Roeper after 
the game, and singing madrigals. I loved hearing 
the deep, resonant bass voices of the boys and the 
beauty of our voices blending in harmony in those 
intricate songs. Timeless musical beauty on a bus 
after a basketball game. It was a classic Roeper 
moment.

Being part of an athletic team is a profoundly conse-
quential activity for many students.  The camaraderie, 
the discipline, and the physical satisfaction are a 
deeply fulfilling combination.  For Cliff Russell ‘74, 
an African-American student from Detroit who came 
to Roeper for high school, athletics at Roeper was 
all that and also a way to maintain his own identity 
while finding his way in a majority-white environment. 
Cliff was a student and top athlete at Hampton Junior 
High in Detroit when Sid Fox, Roeper’s first Athletic 
Director, came to the school.  An announcement came 
over the loudspeaker that any students interested in a 
scholarship to Roeper should go to the gym.  Had he 
not been sitting in his least-favorite class, Cliff might not 
have gone, but he was, so he did.  The students played 

some basketball and Cliff noticed Sid writing his name 
down. After his strong academic record was reviewed, 
Cliff and his parents talked with Sid and decided he 
should go to Roeper.

My core identity was as an athlete, and playing 
sports at Roeper kept a foot in that old identity.  But 
at Roeper, I was the only person whose primary 
identity was an athlete.  There was no one else 
who would talk sports to me as much as my friends 
would have if I’d gone on to Cass or Pershing, and 
so I paid more attention to other things. Now that 
I’m older, now that I’ve had a big college career 
in sports and I’ve coached, and now that I know 
what’s really important, I realize how special it 
was.  I’m grateful to have had a Roeper education, 
access to the Roeper social life, AND athletics.

Sid Fox gave us incredible experiences traveling, 
to Buffalo and Rochester in New York, Maumee 
down in Ohio, up north, staying in hotels.  And I 
have one really important memory.  My freshman 
year Lake Leelanau-St. Mary’s came to Detroit to 
play us in basketball, and we hosted the players.  
Our family hosted one student who had certainly 
never been in Detroit before or stayed with a black 
family.  We played the next day, and Roeper 
won, by the way.  The next year, our football team 
went up north to play Sutton’s Bay, which was 
highly ranked and a neighboring town.  The Lake 
Leelanau-St. Mary’s families hosted us with an 
incredible feast. I can still taste everything, and it 
was the best.  They were so warm and welcoming 
and rooted for us against Sutton’s Bay, which we 
beat 20–19 in probably the greatest football win in 
Roeper history. I was still getting oriented to being 

 



around white people at Roeper, and that experience 
up north really affected my ideas about white people, 
race relations, and rural America, to this day.
I thought about leaving after Tim Teasley ’71 
graduated at the end of my sophomore year.  I was 
tempted to play Class A instead of Class D, but 
we’d had a phenomenal 5 – 1 football season that 
year, we’d beaten highly ranked Sutton’s Bay, and 
next year I’d be the best player on the basketball 
team, which was the sport I really loved. I decided 
that there was something special going on that I 
wanted to stay part of.  When I went to play in 
college, I felt like I had all the skills others had, 
but I had more.  Had I stayed at public school, 
sports would have been my core focus.  When I 
played basketball with my friends in Detroit in the 
summer — and they’re all still my friends, I have 
enormous respect for them — I was aware I was on 
a different path than they were.  Not better, but one 
that molded me.

Julie McLaughlin ’03 discovered her career path thanks 
to travel.  In 2003, Biology Teacher Laura Panek took 
16 students, including Julie, on a trip to study the 
varied ecosystems of Ecuador, including the Galapagos 
Archipelago and the rainforest around the Napo River.

This trip solidified my interest in conservation and 
particularly learning that you could make a career 
of working outside in nature.  I went on to get my 
undergrad degree in environmental studies, and my 
Masters in Conservation Ecology.  I’ve now worked 
in the conservation field for 10 years, with local 
land trusts, nonprofits, and government agencies 
in Michigan, Indiana, Colorado, and Montana.  I 
now work full-time as a Preserve Manager and 
Land Steward for The Nature Conservancy in 
Montana.

One doesn’t even need to go that far afield to find a 
career affinity. Nicole Ramos ’97, who has gone 
on to a career in non-profits, still thinks back to the 
satisfaction of a cold and drizzly community service 
day spent distributing HIV/AIDS prevention information 
in Royal Oak.  Pronto restaurant donated lunch to the 
workers afterward, appreciative of how hard it was 
to get life-saving information out in pre-digital days.  
Nicole is currently Director of National Programs at 
BUILD, a non-profit that uses entrepreneurship education 
as a motivator to get low-income students interested in 
applying to and attending four-year colleges.

And the epiphanies aren’t limited to the students.  
The teachers leading the trips have their own lives 
expanded by the experience.  As Laura Panek observed 
about her trips to Ecuador and Costa Rica,

It’s hard to put into words how much impact 
these trips had on my teaching.  Spending two 
weeks out of the country with students who were 
excited, stressed and sometimes sick helped me to 
understand what teaching the whole person really 
meant.  Standing in awe together in rainforests, 
islands and oceans was more impactful than any 
classroom lesson.  Conversations at night about 
identity, uncertainty about the future and belief 
systems were also memorable and influenced me as 

a teacher and as a person.  I loved these trips 
and often think of them with great fondness. 

Travel is, of course, a time-honored method of 
expanding a person’s perspective, and travel 
has been a regular part of Roeper since the 
early days. The first Trip Week was in May 
1960, when the 5th – 8th graders (the highest 
grade at the school then) went to Chicago.  
The tradition continued with trips farther afield, 
rotating among Washington DC, New York, 
Boston, and Montreal.  While they may not 
seem like glamourous destinations today, they 
were still powerful experiences.  When we 
posted a photo of an unidentified class trip on 
Facebook to see if anyone recognized it, it 
was only minutes before the first reply came in 



identifying it as the 7th grade trip to Toronto in May 
1972.  Thirty-five comments quickly followed as people 
identified themselves and friends and reminisced 
about getting caught smoking cigarettes on the train 
and flying paper airplanes out the hotel window 
(with earlier grads commenting on having done the 
same thing in their day).  “As halcyon days go, this 
is right up there,” said Howard Lutz ’77.  Judy Rosen 
’77 remembered sneaking out of the hotel during rest 
period the next year in Montreal and taking the train all 
over the city, wondering if that was an early sign of her 
destiny as an inveterate urban-dweller.

Despite the carefully planned agenda of cultural and 
educational sites, the most intense memories are always 
of the moments in between.  When Aaron Frantz ’09 
recalled his 8th grade Chicago trip, this is what stood 
out.

At 11pm on the last day of the 8th Grade trip, a 
knock came at the hotel room door.  Half asleep 
but the only one present, I rose and greeted Mike 
Ruddy.  His evening head count should have been 
an easy exercise after many days of us students 
practicing the routine, but this night he found my 
roommates missing.  Groggy enough to give him 
the honest answer of ‘they went down to the pool,’ 
but not register what must have been a look of 
incredulity on his face, I went back to bed. Only 
later did I find out that, after finding the pool locked, 
the Lost Boys had instead decided to take a pass at 
some ladies and attempt to pry open the elevator 

doors while in motion — the latter trapping them 
mid-floor until Mike’s scouting party heard their 
muffled cries for help.

Paper airplanes, cigarettes, jammed elevators and 
unauthorized excursions are challenges for the 
chaperones, but trips provide the chance for young 
people to stretch boundaries and their sense of self in 
a way that resonates years later.  As Aaron Frantz 
summarized, “Any school can try to create a good 
environment for learning within four walls.  I increasingly 
appreciate that it takes a special group of people to 
create such an environment that students take with 
themselves no matter where they go — be they campers 
trembling in the moonlight or Casanovas trapped in the 
elevator.”

Camping expeditions appeared as the school grew 
to include a high school.  Older students were tired 
of the same cities, the size of the group became 
unwieldy, and a developmental problem emerged: the 
boundary-pushing by middle-schoolers was dwarfed 
by the riskiness high-school students were capable of 
achieving.  A wilderness experience seemed promising. 

In 1970, Dick Halsey, History Teacher and Assistant 
Headmaster, took the high-schoolers canoeing and 
camping at Hartwick Pines.  It was bitterly cold for 
spring, and the Roeper students were the only group 
out on the river.  The first night was so cold and windy 
that Roy Davis, who worked in maintenance and drove 
the bus, got up in the night to start the bus so students 



could warm up.  Dick went from tent to tent to let the 
students know.  Concerned when the first two tents were 
empty, he found a crowd of boys and girls in the third 
tent.  Reprimanded for co-habiting, one girl yelled out, 
“Mr. Halsey, I have so many clothes on, no one could 
molest me!”  Nevertheless, he rousted them and made 
them sleep on the bus.

The next morning, the wind had died down, the sun 
had come out, and the cold seemed manageable, 
so they set off on their two-day canoeing trip.  At the 
end of the first day, they pulled up at the campsite — 
where Roy had already set up the tents — and started 
preparing dinner.  One canoe was missing, and 
everyone was getting anxious.  Finally, as it started to 
get dark, the canoe appeared across the water.  The 
paddlers had gotten lost up a branch of river and 
finally found their way.  From across the water, Ellen 
Travis ’71, cold, scared and furious, began cursing 
Dick Halsey, canoeing, and the wilderness in general.  
When they landed, she stormed off to her tent, cursing 
all the way and vowing she would never set foot in a 
canoe again.  Come morning, she stuck to her guns 
and refused to leave the tent.  Finally Dick Halsey, 
reasoning that Ellen was a tough kid and if she’d 
reached her breaking point, she had a right to it, let her 
ride with Roy to the endpoint.

The arduous trip ended on a high when the owner of 
the canoe livery got on the bus to talk to the kids. Al 
Carr was a famous North Woodsman, frequent winner 
of the highly competitive Au Sable canoe races. “I 
want to tell you,” he said to the students, “you are the 
toughest bunch of kids I’ve ever seen.  All my other 

groups cancelled, but you did it.”  For kids more 
confident of their academic prowess than physical 
accomplishments, this was high praise.  Dick noticed 
that Al’s words were repeated frequently on the way 
home.

Over the years, camping has become a core part 
of the Roeper experience for students of all ages, at 
Tamarack, Innisfree, Arkona, one spectacularly bug-
infested spring at Tahquamenon Falls, Wolverine, and 
Ohiopyle.  Emery Pence, who with Linda Pence has 
been one of the most ardent advocates for outdoor 
education at the school, points out that camping 
trips provide an intensity other trips can’t. They build 
community, provide a place without digital distractions, 
and push people outside their comfort zones.  

“For some kids, that’s just being away from home,” says 
Emery.  “For others, it’s being around dirt.  Sometimes 
it’s just being in contact with kids they aren’t normally 
in contact with.  For whatever reason, the magic just 
seems to happen.  Parents are always coming up and 
saying, that’s not the same kid who left for Wolverine, 
Ohiopyle, whatever.  You can only get self-esteem 
by earning it; you can’t give it to them.  Conquering 
challenges like white-water rafting builds self-esteem.”

Another layer of learning takes place when Upper 
School students revisit their own experiences when 
they chaperone younger students.  Aaron Frantz ’09 
appreciated the opportunity to get a teacher’s view of 
the way kids grow over time. 



I was fortunate enough to 
be a student chaperone 
on two 6th grade Camp 
Wolverine trips and one 7th 
grade Ohiopyle trip.  These 
camping trips have a way 
of stressing the students 
into discovering that they 
can stand far outside their 
comfort zones, helping 
transform timorous middle 
schoolers into amazing 
young adults.  Once among 
their awkward ranks, I 
delighted in seeing the first 
class I chaperoned making 
these discoveries over the 
course of two years.
One camper I recall at 
Wolverine was scared stiff 
of the quarter-mile hike from 
the dining hall to the boys’ 
cabin in the black of night. 
I offered him the option 
to walk next to me at the 
back of the pack, with a 
darkened flashlight in hand 
just in case.  He took me up 
on it, and I was proud of him when we made it. I 
recalled that he improved over the rest of the trip, 
but until reminded recently had forgotten that by 
the end of the trip he’d channeled his inner Apache 
and was nailing tomahawk targets with confidence. 
When Ohiopyle came around a year later (with 
even more darkness, and less running water), I 
scarcely recognized the camper I once knew – 
perhaps not completely comfortable with what was 
going on, but certainly holding his own.

Being part of a theater production is by nature an 
intensely social and creative experience.  Over the 
years, some productions have offered an extra level of 
intensity.  In 1986, RTC Artistic Director Dean Acheson 
wanted to produce the Pulitzer Prize-winning play, A 
Soldier’s Play, about the racially motivated murder of 
a black soldier during World War II.  With a majority-
black cast, the play was going to be hard to pull off 
at Roeper, so Dean paired up with JuJuan Taylor, the 
drama teacher at Mackenzie High School in Detroit for 
a joint production.  Adam Smock ’87 talked about his 
experience stage-managing.

To this day, when I talk about my love of theater 
and my experiences in high school, this show 
is one of the first things I bring up.  At the time I 
recall telling some family members at a big family 
dinner about what we were doing.  There were 

some who were very surprised that the two schools 
were working together, and I remember being 
incredibly proud of my school and the fact that we 
were doing something that was so exciting and 
different.  Doing an intense show like this at Roeper 
was par for the course — we tackled tough topics 
because we were confident we could explore the 
content in a safe and supportive environment.  But 
the partnership meant a whole new level of interest, 
intrigue and learning. 

 As I look back and try to remember details, what 
does come back is a lot of the feelings.  I remember 
feeling a sense of partnership with the student from 
Mackenzie who served as their stage manager.  He 
and I had to work together on props, staging, and
lights, and we formed a team.  He was as passionate 
about theater as I was.  There was a big deal at the 
cast party about having a small ‘cultural exchange’ 
of sorts.  The two stage managers shared something 
with each other in front of everyone.  Sadly, I don’t 
recall what I gave him, but when it came time for 
the stage manager from Mackenzie to give me 
mine, he presented me with a rap he had written 
just for me.  I actually remember that rap to this 
day!  Mostly I remember that I felt really lucky to 
have been given this opportunity to do something 
completely different and get a glimpse into a world 
I knew very little about.   



Another theater experience that came up for many 
alumni was taking part in the professional production 
of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat 
with Donny Osmond at the Masonic Temple over the 
Christmas season of 1995/96.  A highly competitive 
audition process winnowed 23 choirs down to the 
four that would perform. The Roeper Theatre Choir of 
23 singers ages 9 – 13 was one of those four, and 
appeared in four shows a week for almost two months.  
The demands of being in a professional production 
were steep.  “The children had an exhausting pace,” 
said Janice Haines, who was the Vocal Director at 
the time and made the logistically and artistically 
complex experience possible.  “At one point they were 
practicing six times a week, three hours a day, for four 
and a half weeks.  They received more vocal training 
than I could have taught them in a year, and it raised 
them to a level of excellence that was life-changing.”  
A number of the students went on to lives in professional 
performance, including Dan Amboyer ‘02*, Laura Beth 
Scales ‘02, Jen Martin ’03, and Phillip-Michael Scales 
’05. 

Competition in Robotics, Forensics, Debate, and Model 
UN provides the same thrill, heightened alertness, 
split-second judgments, and sense of camaraderie of 
athletic competitions.  The OCCRA Robotics Women’s 
Team in 2004 won the Judge’s Award for “style, spirit 
and technical knowledge,” thanks to their confident 
commitment.  Kaitlyn Hernandez ’04 laughed, “We 
won that award because they came to talk to us, and 
we were like ‘we’re busy, go away’.”  Shara Evans 
’04 added, “Basically, they dug that we were able to 
change a broken paddle/bot part in between matches. 
It was fun playing pit crew!”  The other team members 
were Danielle DeGain ‘04, Alexa Johnson ’04 and Liz 
Baird ’05.

And winning isn’t always the definition of success. 
Rachel Stamler-Jonas ‘14 recalled the foray by her 
Middle School robotics team, with the very Roeperian 
name of Robotique écarlate Libellules (roughly 
mistranslated as Robotic Scarlet Dragonflies).  When 

team member Mikayla Konst ’13 couldn’t come, they 
made a popsicle stick doll with her image so she’d 
still “be there.”  There in actuality were advisor Linda 
Pence, Rachel, Catherine Galligan ’13 and Jaela 
McDonald ‘14.

We were part of the robot-saver mission to save 
‘miners’ on a course that simulated a debris-filled 
mine with tissue box obstacles and aluminum-
covered tennis balls as miners.  This competition 
is particularly memorable because it was a total 
disaster.  In order for the robots to run their course 
they need accurate light readings.  The home team 
measured theirs with the large projector turned on 
while the rest of us didn’t.  It wasn’t a deliberate 
ploy on their part — just something they hadn’t 
mentioned.  The majority of robots from other teams 
drove themselves off of the table or spun in circles 
without apparent cause or reason.  Even so, we 
made awesome robots who, on later trial that day, 
performed exactly as programmed!

And it wouldn’t be Roeper if there weren’t political 
occasions.  David Shapero ’71 recalled a trip to D.C. 

Back during the Vietnam War, a busload of 
Roeper students joined many busloads under the 
leadership of Detroit City Councilwoman Maryann 
Mahaffey, the mother of Susan Dooha ’72, to join 
the protest march in Washington, D.C. We arrived 
in the wee hours of the morning and deposited 
ourselves in the old Union Station, scrambling for 
bench space, floor space, anywhere to cuddle 
into a semi-comfortable position to grab a few Z’s 
before morning.  I led a small group of insomniacs 
to go around the entire station picking up every 
tiny piece of litter on the floor to the amazement 
of passersby, and when we were done the place 
was spotless.  Inspired by the tradition of Roeper 
Community Duties!



Max Milstein ’02 still thinks about a Stage IV field trip 
to Detroit in the spring of 1995.  Every homeroom 
visited the Heidelberg Project, which knocked Max’s 
socks off because he’d never seen anything like it.  
Twenty years later, he still has photos he took that day 
hanging on his wall.  And then, since he was in Mary 
DesHarnais’ room and she was a constant advocate for 
social justice, his homeroom went to the Swords into 
Plowshares Peace Center and Gallery, and joined a 
protest in front of the Spirit of Detroit to raise awareness 
about military spending.

Finally, another element of getting out of the classroom 
is for teachers and students to view each other in a new 
light.  When 6th graders see Science Teacher Linda 
Pence master her claustrophobia when she has to go 
into the Bear’s Cave at Wolverine, it gives them a fuller 
picture of her as a person, and puts their own fears 
into a new light. And as open as teachers are in the 
classroom, getting outside expands that relationship.  
Anne Ronayne ‘85* still recalls how exciting it was 
to have a sleepover with three classmates and swim 
at the lake at the house of Kristin Casey, her Stage III 
teacher.  A slightly more boisterous time was had by 
Paul Anderberg ’74 in the early 1970s, when Roeper 
teachers weren’t uniformly called by their first names, 
and when the drinking age was briefly 18.

Mr. and Mrs. Morrow would have Paul Rissman ’74
and me over for a rollicking evening of bridge.  Mr. 
Morrow thought that we should learn to play bridge 
because it would help teach us to think logically.  
Ahem ... 45 years and 2500+ Master Points later 
I’m here to tell you that there is RARELY much logic 
involved in playing winning bridge.  Now, drinking 
Rolling Rocks with the Morrows after the game: 
THAT was completely illogical ... and COMPLETELY 

fun!  Dick and Lori (after a few Rolling Rocks, all 
pretense of faculty/student formality had left the 
building) were just the opposite of your typical 
“stick in the butt” teachers.

It’s not possible to talk about the life lessons that 
happen outside the classroom without talking about 
Mariann Hoag, who worked at the school in almost 
every capacity except as a classroom teacher.  Hired 
as the School Secretary in 1948 when she graduated 
from college, Mariann worked for the school until her 
passing in 2009.  She “retired” in 1997, but continued 
to manage the financial aid process that she had 
developed until she died.

As Dick Halsey has said, Mariann was the school’s 
operations manual and go-to person.  She chaperoned 
the early Trip Week trips, always making sure the 



itinerary included at least one white-tablecloth 
restaurant so students could practice their company 
manners.  She instituted the Junior-Senior Dinner and 
made it an occasion when students could learn how 
to bone a chicken breast and put on a proper dinner 
party.  At her memorial service a number of alumni and 
teachers reiterated the invaluable lessons they learned 
from Mariann. 

Jamey Bell ‘75: I first met Mariann in 1969, when 
I started Roeper in the 6th grade.  In those days 
staff responsibilities also sometimes included 
transportation, driving students in these enormous 
boats of station wagons.  I was on Mariann’s route. 
The boys in the car were teasing me, doing the 
late ‘60s equivalent of sticking my pigtails in the 
inkwell.  When I complained, Mariann made the 
quintessential Mariann reply: “Guys, QUIT IT OUT! 
And Jamey, PULL UP YOUR SOCKS AND DON’T 
BE A WUSS!  From her I learned to needlepoint, 
to always use cloth napkins, and how to make a 
terrific basic egg salad.

Steve Riley ’85: If you messed up, sometimes you 
would be sent to ‘see Mariann.’ I was once sent to 
see her with a few other guys.  What she said, I 
don’t remember exactly, but it amounted to, ‘It’s OK 
to be kids, but don’t be jerks.’

Amy Forman-Voight ’85: Although she wasn’t a 
classroom teacher, she still taught us our lessons. 
Step by step. Loyalty counts. Be consistent. It’s OK 
to be funny. It’s not about winning, it’s about what 
you learn along the way. Celebrate each other. 
Kindness matters. 

Bill Booth ’71: When I became Camp Director, 
she theoretically reported to me, although she was 
really my mentor.  So, while I was in charge of 
disciplining campers and often counselors, when 
something really important happened, like the 
horse getting loose on Woodward, it was Mariann 
who dealt with it.

Dick Halsey: Mariann helped me shape up. She 
taught me to be patient when I wanted things 
changed now, and she realized the problem 
would look different in a day or two.  She taught 
me that even pain-in-the-butt people had things to 
contribute, and if you appreciated their skills and 
talents, their shortcomings were easier to take. 
When I left Roeper to become a Head of School, 
I realized that one of the reasons I couldn’t emulate 
George Roeper was because I didn’t have a 
Mariann.  F
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